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Letter from the editor

Welcome to the May edition of the ESS newsletter. This edition is focused on 
the European Shakuhachi Summer School in London. There is information 
about the Prague Shakuhachi Festival which will be held from August 25-29. 
There are also articles contributed by members Annelies and Joke.

As announced earlier, the ESS will be publishing a Journal for the first time. 
This will contain articles on shakuhachi history and current performance 
practices by members of the society and will be available at the summer 
school in London.

Another recent development has been the setting up of the ESS Shakuhachi 
Forum at http://www.shakuhachiforum.eu/index.php. This is maintained by 
Jean-François Lagrost.

Philip Horan.

Cover design by Adrian Bain who is also the designer of the European Shakuhachi 
Summer School website at http://www.shakuhachisummer-soas.com/
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A Letter from the chairperson about the ESS European 

Shakuhachi Summer School 2011

This year we can celebrate the five-year anniversary since the first European 

Shakuhachi Summer School which was held at the exact same venue as this year!s 

summer school at SOAS, University of London, UK. It was also here that the ESS 

was created. Much has happened since then, and we have come a long way on our 

path to create a platform for all shakuhachi players in Europe – a space to 

communicate about our passion for shakuhachi and our activities. It is a space 

where all ryūha, styles and genres are respected and treated as equally valuable in 

the world of shakuhachi and we also try to ensure quality teaching and transmission 

of the tradition. 

This year!s summer school will reflect this attitude of equality for all genres of 

shakuhachi. The main guest and artist is the fantastic minʼyō player End" Yoshihiro 

(better known in Japan under his artist name End" Sh"f#zan). No one from the 

committee has studied minʼyō, but as it is the most popular genre of shakuhachi in 

Japan, it was believed to be an important genre for us European players to know. 
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One can say that minʼyō may represent a particular aspect of traditional shakuhachi 

playing after the abolishment of the Fuke sect: a lively ensemble playing style 

where many people can join in and have fun. We hope we will be able to create this 

matsuri or festive atmosphere at the summer school. End" will be backed up by Dr 

David Hughes, who is an ethnomusicologist and minʼyō expert (who will also be 

playing shamisen and singing). He will surely add to the atmosphere. ESS is also 

proud of the fact that finally we have managed to get former professional minʼyō 

singer Yoshie Asano-Campbell to come to London to perform for the first time since 

she moved to Scotland. It is an important role for the ESS to connect artists 

residing in Europe, so we can hear and learn from them, and also play with them! 

Also in the minʼyō team is British Sylvia Woolridge, who learned to sing minʼyō and 

shamisen in Japan. She participated in several minʼyō contests and has featured as 

a guest singer in competitions. The minʼyō group is, as one can read above, a very 

strong team and we hope everyone will enjoy the classes and concerts. I am sure 

they will do their best to create a lively atmosphere!

The other featured shakuhachi performer and player is Chiku Za (Kodama 

Hiroyuki). His main role at this year!s European Shakuhachi Summer School is to 

introduce the participants to jinashi shakuhachi making – although he is an amazing 

honkyoku player in Zensab" style. Chiku Za lives with his family in the mountains of 

Nagano where he has abundant access to bamboo. He will bring bamboo material 

to be used in the workshop. He has been a professional shakuhachi player and 

maker for many years and lives a fantastic $shakuhachi life! in the mountains. 

Although he is not going to teach honkyoku, we can be sure to hear his amazing 

playing in the concerts and at close hand while he leads the shakuhachi making 

workshop. Chiku Za will be assisted during the workshop by European makers José 

Vargas and Philip Horan. José will provide Chinese madake for the workshop.
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The third featured shakuhachi player and teacher is Hazuki Niitsuma Demachi. She 

has been trained in Kinko Chikumeisha-style and has also specialised in performing 

shakuhachi in enka music (popular sung ballads), which is what she will teach at 

this summer school. We can all go to the karaoke bars afterwards and play along 

with shakuhachi instead of singing enka. She will also join Michael Soumei Coxall 

and teach Kinko Chikumeisha honkyoku. 

All in all, three honkyoku styles will be taught during the summer school. Apart from 

Kinko Chikumeisha taught by Hazuki Niitsuma Demachi and Michael Soumei 

Coxall, Yokoyama Katsuya!s school KSK will be taught by Véronique Piron and 

Horacio Curti and Okuda Atsuya!s Zensab" will be taught by Kiku Day.

Many more approaches to shakuhachi will be taught and you can read about it here 

in the ESS Newsletter. Also koto and shamisen will be taught as these instruments 

are intimately bound to shakuhachi playing. We hope many people will join us in 

this feast of shakuhachi, sounds and celebration! See you in July!

On the behalf of the ESS Committee,

Kiku Day% ESS Chairperson
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Change of venue!

The venue of the ESS European Shakuhachi Summer School 2011 has been changed 
to the Vernon Square Campus of SOAS, University of London as the old SOAS 
building will be closed down due to engineering work. Vernon Square Campus, SOAS 
is very close to both Dinwiddy House and Paul Robeson House. The closest train and 
tube (underground) stations is Kings Cross St Pancras. 

Concerts in the evening will still take place in the old SOAS building at Russell 
Square. This means we have to trek to the old campus 20 minutes away or take the 
tube one stop or bus 73 or 91. We apologise for any inconvenience caused by this 
change.

Vernon Square Campus, School of Oriental and African Studies, University of 

London, Vernon Square, Penton Rise, London WC1X 9EW.

A points at the Vernon Square Campus, SOAS, University of London.
B shows Dinwiddy House
C is Paul Robeson House
D is the closest King’s Cross St Pancras station exit called “Pentonville Road”. 

Map between Vernon Square Campus and Russell Square Campus: http://
www.soas.ac.uk/visitors/location/maps/

Same route between Vernon Square Campus and Russell Square Campus on google 
map:http://tinyurl.com/3oj5t24

Map showing hot to walk to King’s Cross St Pancras Tube Station from Vernon 
Square campus: http://tinyurl.com/3plz7pj

SOAS list of hostels: http://www.soas.ac.uk/visitors/location/hostels/
SOAS list of hotels: http://www.soas.ac.uk/visitors/location/hotels/

Plan your journey: http://journeyplanner.tfl.gov.uk
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About the ESS Summer School 2011

The Japanese, vertical end-blown bamboo flute, the Shakuhachi, has become 
an icon of traditional Japanese music. The beautiful, mystical sound of the 
bamboo attracts world-wide interest, from those cultivating Japanese 
aesthetics all the way to avant-garde composers.

The shakuhachi came to Japan from China in the 8th century and during the 
Edo period (1603 - 1867), it became to be used as a tool for meditation by Zen 
Buddhist priests in order to reach enlightenment, but it is now used in a wide 
variety of musical forms and styles. Whatever approach to the instrument one 
chooses to take, the aim of the ESS Summer School at SOAS is to create an 
environment where many of the different schools and styles of Shakuhachi 
playing can be explored and their differences celebrated.

An Exciting Programme: Shakuhachi, Koto and Shamisen

We are hoping that by creating a space for all Shakuhachi players, as well as 
for Koto and Shamisen players, to get together, we can enhance an interest in 
these beautiful instruments, share experiences, widen an understanding of 
different styles of music and develop playing techniques.

The programme consists of four days of intensive study and playing, evening 
performances, including a students’ concert, and talks on different aspects of 
Shakuhachi. The programme will be broken down into two day blocks to enable 
participants to access a wide variety of offerings or to focus on the same 
specific genres for the whole four days, but with different pieces.
Shakuhachi students can choose from a number of courses including:

 • min’y! (folk song),
 • honkyoku (the traditional Zen Buddhist repertoire),
 • traditional and modern sankyoku (ensemble music) accompanied by:
 • Koto (13 stringed zither) and
 • Shamisen (3-string long-necked lute),
 • Shakuhachi in enka (popular music genre).
There will also be sessions on effective practice and the spiritual approach to 
playing.  For the first time, the Summer School will feature two 2-day intensive 
workshops on making your own Shakuhachi. This is an exciting opportunity to 
try something new. Numbers are restricted and places will be allocated on the 
basis of the date of application.
It is important to view the full details of the costs and booking procedure for 
the Shakuhachi Making Workshop.
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An Opportunity To Learn The Koto and Shamisen

The Summer School will also provide classes on learning the Koto and the 
Shamisen.
The Koto (13 string zither) came to Japan as a part of the court music 
imported from China via Korea in the 8th century. The Koto later came to be a 
symbol of the new urban merchant class in 18th century chamber music and 
has developed a wide and exciting repertoire of new, contemporary music.

The Shamisen (3 stringed lute) arrived in Japan via the Ryûky" Islands during 
the 16th century. During the Edo period (1603-1867), the Shamisen developed 
into perhaps Japan`s most versatile instrument, used in a range of different 
contexts from min’y! (folk song) to theatrical genres including bunraku and 
kabuki and as an accompaniment to songs in the traditional entertainment 
districts.

The Summer School offers daily group and individual lessons for Koto and 
Shamisen. These classes will explore playing techniques and styles, and will 
focus on a range of different pieces, including sessions with Shakuhachi.
By inviting several Koto and Shamisen teachers and accompanists, we are 
providing a rare opportunity for many people in Europe to be able to play in a 
sankyoku ensemble.

Who is the Summer School For?

The Summer School is open to anyone who has an interest in Shakuhachi, 
including beginners for whom there will also be specialist classes.

Instruments

PVC Shakuhachi flutes will be available for purchase. Price will be published 
here soon.  There are often bamboo Shakuhachi for sale from various makers 
attending the summer school.  Koto and Shamisen instruments will be 
provided for use during the Summer School.

Language

The main language at the Summer School will be English.
Please contact the ESS if you will need any language assistance.
Teachers and Assistants
Many people are involved in the planning, organising and teaching at the ESS 
Summer School 2011, working and traveling from Japan and from all over 
Europe.
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 End! Yoshihiro (Min’y!)

End! Yoshihiro is traveling from Japan to teach 
min’y! style.  End! Yoshihiro (Shakuhachi name: 
Chikuh!, Min’y! name: S!fûzan) began studying 
Kinko-ryû Shakuhachi in 1958 at the age of 20 
under Kusano Reifû. In 1961, he began working for 
Toshiba where he entered a Min’y! Shakuhachi 
club and learned from Mikado Kint! and Yokoyama 
Buzan.

In 1975, he founded his own Min’y! group, 
S!fûkai, which celebrated its 35th anniversary last 
year and now has nearly 100 members. Endo 
Chikuho has been awarded the highest teaching 
license from the Japan Folk Song Association but 
despite being settled as a successful Min’y! 
Shakuhachi player and teacher, in 1986 he began 
studying koten honkyoku with Okuda Atsuya.
Between 2001 and now, he has been teaching Shakuhachi to middle school 
students including such Min’y! pieces as Nikiriko-bushi, S!ran-bushi and 
Esashi oiwake. Five of his female students who graduated this year achieved 
the unusual accomplishment of being able to perform both Min’y! and koten 
honkyoku.

 Chiku Za a.k.a. Kodama Hiroyuki (Shakuhachi Making)

Kodama Hiroyuki, also known as Chiku Za, began 
studying koten honkyoku playing on jinashi Shakuhachi 
(hotchiku) with Okuda Atsuya in 1989. Very soon after, 
he found the Shakuhachi to be his path in life and also 
quickly became Okuda’s main student. Chiku Za also 
studied jinashi Shakuhachi making with Murai Eigor! for 
many years and moved with his family to the mountains 
in Nagano, where he is also able to harvest his own 
bamboo, to devote his life to Shakuhachi playing and 
making. In view of his renown, he receives many 
Shakuhachi players at his home who wish to learn how 
to make Shakuhachi and learn about honkyoku. Chiku 
Za continues to perform koten honkyoku and make 
jinashi Shakuhachi from his home in the mountains.
There is a rare chance to learn from Chiku Za at the 
SOAS Summer School 2011, which offers two 2-day workshops on how to 
make your own jinashi Shakuhachi (hotchiku) with Chiku Za, assisted by José 
Vargas and Philip Horan.
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 Demachi Niitsuma Hazuki (Enka, Chikumeisha)

Hazuki studied Kinko-ryû Shakuhachi in Tokyo with 
Ryumei Matsuyama, a disciple of Goro Yamaguchi, and 
Enka (Japanese ballads) Shakuhachi with Jun Mori.
After learning Kinko-ryû Honkyoku (music played by 
Japanese Zen monks called komusô), she started to 
work as a Shakuhachi player in a Shakuhachi enka 
club in Tokyo and has performed in numerous concerts 
as a soloist and as a member of a Japanese traditional 
instrumental band.  Her mastery of the Shakuhachi is 
evident on the CD, "Geisha vs Ninja", the soundtrack 
for the movie of the same title. Now she lives in 
Northern Ireland and plays as a soloist.

 Michael Soumei Coxall, ESS Treasurer and 
Summer School Organiser (Chikumeisha, Ensemble)

Michael Soumei Coxall studied Shakuhachi in Japan for 
many years under the legendary Kinko-ryû master and 
Living Cultural Treasure, the late Yamaguchi Goro and 
still continues his studies with Mizuno Kohmei and 
Sugawara Kuniyoshi in Japan. Michael was awarded 
his Shakuhachi Shihan (Master’s License) in 2007 and 
the professional name of Soumei.

Michael taught full time at the School of Oriental and 
African Studies (SOAS), University of London, from 
1986 to 2009 and is interested in both traditional and 
contemporary Japanese music. As well as teaching, he 
has performed widely in the UK and Japan and is the 
founder member of the London Hogaku Ensemble, has featured in numerous 
solo and ensemble performances with the Anglo-Japanese Collective and as an 
accompanist in recitals with visiting traditional Japanese performers in the UK 
including Kikuchi Teiko, Matsumura Kohmei and Nagai Seiho.
He is currently also a member of the sankyoku ensemble in London, “Hibiki”, 
and was the resident Shakuhachi teacher in the SOAS Japanese Music Society. 
Michael was the co-organiser of the First Pan-European Shakuhachi Summer 
School with Koto and Shamisen held in London in 2006. He is also a member 
of the Chikumeishakai. Michael now divides his time between the UK and 
Japan.
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 Kiku Day, ESS Chair and ESS Summer School Organiser (Zensab!)

Kiku Day is a Shakuhachi player from Denmark 
with American, Russian, Japanese and Irish 
roots. She gave up her studies in classical 
Western music on flute to study the traditional 
repertoire of the mendicant Zen Buddhist 
monks, honkyoku with Okuda Atusya in Japan 
for 11 years.

Since her return to Europe. Day has dedicated 
her life to the potential use of jinashi 
Shakuhachi. Several composers from different 
parts of the world have written for her, among 
others: Takahashi Y"ji, Roxanna Panufnik, 
Vytautas Germanavicius, Gabriel Erkoreka, and Yumi Hara Cawkwell. She has 
performed with performers such as Fred Frith and Joëlle Léandre, and as a 
soloist with Odense Symphony Orchestra and with the Nonsuch Choirs at such 
venues as Purcell Room, Southbank Centre and St John’s, Smith Square.
Kiku Day has a Ph.D. in ethnomusicology from SOAS, University of London 
where she teaches Japanese music and continues to research into the 
development of the jinashi Shakuhachi in the 20th century and contemporary 
performance possibilities of this wonderful instrument.

 Véronique Piron, ESS Membership Secretary (KSK, Ensemble)

Véronique Piron, flautist, discovered the sound of 
the Shakuhachi in 1992, first in the context of 
improvisation.  She started in France with 
Yoshikazu Iwamoto and, awarded the Lavoisier 
research grant from the French government, she 
worked in Japan with Teruo Furuya and Katsuya 
Yokoyama, who gave her her Shakuhachi Shihan 
(Master's License) in 2002.

In Japan, she also worked on Shinobue and nohkan 
with the eminent flautist Kohei Nishikawa who 
participated in her CD recording "Nipponflutes.” 
Together they are working on a project of 
collaboration in Europe since 2008.
Véronique Piron performed widely including at the International Shakuhachi 
Festivals in Tôkyô and Sydney. She regularly plays with the local Koto and 
Shamisen players in France and Belgium, and is working at present on new 
projects: a program of creation with the pianist Lydia Domancich in Brittany 
where she lives, and a meeting with the music of the Middle East.
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She has been teaching Shakuhachi and Japanese Music since 1996 in France 
(Paris, Rennes) and in Brussels for a diverse public, both as a Conservatorium 
teacher and as an independent, and has recently achieved a Professor's 
Licence (Conservatorium) in Traditional Music.

 Horacio Curti, ESS Committee Advisor (KSK, Daily Practice)

Horacio Curti encountered the 
Shakuhachi for the first time in the 
Indian Himalayas. Fascinated by its 
sound, he decided to go to Japan where 
he started his studies under Kakizakai 
Kaoru focusing on the koten honkyoku 
repertoire. Horacio received his 
Shakuhachi “shihan” (Master’s license) 
from Yokoyama Katsuya in 2004.

Besides his work with koten honkyoku, 
he started researching contemporary forms such as "free improvised music" 
collaborating both with musicians and dancers, with poetry and theatre, and 
especially with "western classical contemporary music" both as a solo 
performer and as part of the ‘Mei Trio’, premiering several compositions.  
Horacio has performed and taught in Argentina, Belgium, Holland, Japan, 
Spain and the USA.
He completed his studies in ethnomusicology in 2005, specialising in Japanese 
music practice and at present he is a professor at the "Escola Superior de 
Música de Catalunya" and at the "Institut del teatre de Barcelona.”
After several free improvised music recordings, his first solo album, “ichi,” was 
released in 2009 by the Spanish label Agharta Music.
More information at www.Shakuhachi.es.

 Daniel Lifermann (Spiritual Approach, Relaxation)

Daniel Seisoku Lifermann started learning 
Shakuhachi in 1983 whilst visiting Japan and 
subsequently studied with Franck Noël, a student 
of Yokoyama Katsuya, in France.  From 1989 to 
1997 he studied under Iwamoto Yoshikazu and 
also with Gunnar Jinmei Linder.  Since 1999, he 
has been a follower of Fukuda Teruhisa, a student 
of Miyata Kohachiro, and is the founder of the Hijiri 
School / Sainte-École), and with whom he 
regularly organises intensive courses.  In 2008, 
Daniel was awarded the title of Dai Shihan and the 
name of “Seisoku” (breath of wisdom).

Since 1988, he has been teaching Shakuhachi and, 
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in 1994, founded the French association “La Voie du Bambou”, to spread the 
wings and practice of Shakuhachi. He works tirelessly to share what he has 
received from his various masters and performs regularly in concert.

 Philip Horan, ESS Publishing Officer (Shakuhachi Making Assistant)

Philip Horan lived in Japan from 1999-2001 
where he studied Tozan-ryû Shakuhachi. He 
completed a Masters in Ethnomusicology at 
the Irish World Music Centre in Limerick in 
2002.  He also makes and performs on his 
own Shakuhachi.  He regularly performs Irish 
and Japanese music with Junshi Murakami 
(Irish harp).  Recent performances include the 
World Shakuhachi Festival in Sydney in 2008, 
the National Theatre in London and the Irish 
“Festival of World Cultures”.
Website: www.Shakuhachizen.com.

 José Vargas (Shakuhachi Making Assistant)

José Vargas has been a professional guitarist and 
musician since 1982 and was introduced to the 
Shakuhachi in 2004 through Antonio Olías and 
Kodama Chikuza. He also studies with the 
Chikumeisha teacher, Tanaka Komei and with Okuda 
Atsuya on frequent visits to Japan.  José also became 
interested in jinashi Shakuhachi (hotchiku) making 
and took lessons in Japan from John Kaizan Neptune 
and Kodama Chikuza.  He acted as an Assistant to 
Kodama Chikuza in the 2010 Madrid Jinashi 
Shakuhachi Making Workshop and will be assisting 
again on the ESS Summer School at SOAS this year.

 Keiko Kitamura (Koto, Shamisen)

Kitamura Keiko was born in an area of Hiroshima 
prefecture known for producing Japanese traditional 
instruments.  Her early years were spent studying Koto 
and Shamisen in Fukuyama under the tutelage of her 
aunt, Kitamura Kyoko who is an Ikuta-ryû master of the 
famous Miyagi-ryû.  Keiko achieved the status of Ikuta-
ryû Master herself in 2001.

Keiko has performed all over Japan and around the 
world, including at the Sydney Opera House, London’s 
Excel Motor Show, British Museum, Royal Opera House, 
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UK Japanese Embassy, Standon Calling Festival and Dublin’s 2010 “Festival Of 
World Cultures.”  She has been living in the UK for a number of years now and 
is currently performing live with Jah Wobble’s Nippon Dub Ensemble, an Anglo-
Japanese crossover project also heard recently on BBC Radio’s “World On 3.” 
Keiko has played and taught regularly with the Japanese Music Society based 
at SOAS.

 Masako Townsend (Koto)

Onishi Masako started playing the piano at the age of 
4 but became fascinated by the Koto and began 
studying it with the Seiha-ryû Koto school in Japan 
aged 12.  After moving to Australia, she joined the 
renowned Sawai International Koto School and 
studied with the legendary Koto player and school 
founder Sawai Kazue, as well as with several of her 
protégés including Odamura Satsuki, Takezawa 
Etsuko and Kitai Saeko.  She has played extensively 
in Australia with performances at many venues 
including the Sydney Opera House and the 
Queensland Performing Arts Centre with Sawai Kazue. 
Currently residing in London, she has taught the Koto 
at the Japanese Music Society based at SOAS, has 
performed at various venues including Asia House, 
given concerts and collaborated with a number of musicians on the new stage 
musical concept Kuroda.  Now, she performs mainly with the London based 
ensemble Hibiki, teaches privately and enjoys exploring contemporary Koto 
music.

 Chiara Tezuolo (Koto)

Chiara Terzuolo started playing the gagaku-style 
Koto while interning as a miko (shrine maiden) at a 
major Shinto shrine in Tokyo.  After graduating 
from Lawrence University, she received a Fulbright 
Fellowship to research on traditional Japanese 
music and while based at Kobe University, she 
studied Koto under Yokoyama Kayoko.  Currently, 
she is a MMus Performance student at SOAS and 
continues her training in both Koto and Shamisen.
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 Dr David W. Hughes (Min’y! song, Shamisen)

David Hughes was raised in the USA but now lives in 
England, where for 22 years he taught Japanese 
music and ethnomusicology at the School of Oriental 
and African Studies, University of London (SOAS).  
During more than ten years in Japan, he has been 
closely involved in the traditional folk song world not 
only as a researcher, but also as a singer and 
Shamisen player and is a judge at folk song 
contests.  His book “Traditional Folk Song in Modern 
Japan” (Global Oriental, 2008; with CD) is the only 
major survey of the subject in English.

 Yoshie Asano-Campbell (Min’y! song)

Yoshie Asano Campbell was born near Tokyo and 
began following in her father’s footsteps by singing 
traditional folk song (min’y!) at the age of 11.  
When she was 19, she moved north to Akita, a 
treasure house of min`y! and spent 6 years as a 
disciple of Asano Umewaka, one of Japan’s most 
revered folk singers and Shamisen players and also 
a renowned teacher.  Umewaka gave his family 
name as an ‘art name’ to a small number of his 
best students, including Yoshie.  Yoshie has 
performed widely in Japan and overseas as a singer 
and a dancer with her teacher’s troupe, and in 1986, 
she won a major national contest.  Marriage brought her to Glasgow in 1998 
and, while raising a family there, she has continued to perform Japanese dance 
at various events.  This will be her first chance in many years to showcase her 
wonderful singing style which is very true to the songs of northeastern Japan 
in which she specialises.

 Sylvia Woolridge (Min’y! song)

Sylvia was born in London and trained and 
performed with the legendary D’Oyly Carte 
Opera Company in the 1960s.  Later, her career 
as an English teacher took her to Japan, where 
she began to learn traditional folk songs and 
folk Shamisen.  She has taken part in various 
national folk song competitions in Japan - one of 
the few non-Japanese to do so - and has been a 
guest singer at the famous national Esashi 
Oiwake contest.
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 Adrian Bain, ESS Media Officer

Adrian Bain enjoys playing the Shakuhachi 
and maintains the ESS websites.

Cost and Booking

Cost of the ESS Summer School

The ESS Summer School 2011 runs over four 
days, Thursday 28th - Sunday 31st July.
Note: The costs for the ESS Summer School 
are lower for ESS members. You can join the 
ESS online.
The costs for the ESS Summer School are as follows:
ESS Summer School (Shakuhachi)
 • Full: £165
 • Concession and ESS members: £145
Koto / Shamisen Course
 • Full: £80
 • Concession: £60

Shakuhachi Making Workshop
The Shakuhachi Making Workshops will incur additional costs, over and above 
the cost of the ESS Summer School. The extra costs cover materials and 
equipment.  As well as booking a place on the ESS Summer School with SOAS, 
if you wish to attend the Shakuhachi Making Workshop, you will need to book a 
workshop place with the ESS.  Full details are published below.

Booking the ESS Summer School
Note
The booking and payments for the ESS Summer School 2011 are being 
handled directly by SOAS, not by the ESS.

Details on the SOAS website
Details of the ESS Summer School at SOAS: www.soas.ac.uk/music/
summermusicschool.

How to Book
Bookings will be made online via the SOAS website.  Bookings by post will only 
be accepted with prior agreement with SOAS and in exceptional circumstances 
only.  Details of how to book your place: www.soas.ac.uk/music/
summermusicschool/booking.
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Cost and Bookings for the Shakuhachi Making Workshops
Costs of the Shakuhachi Workshop
The Shakuhachi Making Workshops will incur additional costs, over and above 
the cost of the ESS Summer School. The extra costs cover materials and 
equipment.  The extra costs are payable to the ESS on the first day of the ESS 
Summer School.
Each participant will need:
 • A kuri knife (we provide them): Price #20
 • Bamboo
 • Price for Japanese bamboo: between #150 and #230
 • Price for Chinese bamboo: #40
Depending on which length Shakuhachi you would like to challenge yourself 
with, and the size of your hands and arms – you can choose the size of the 
bamboo you will be working on during the workshop. We will try as much as 
possible to meet your preference for the size of bamboo.
FAQs about the Shakuhachi Making Workshop, Bamboo and Tools.

Booking and Pre-ordering Your Bamboo
To book your place on the Shakuhachi making workshop and to pre-order your 
bamboo, email José Vargas at josevarz@gmail.com, providing the following 
information:
 • Your name
 • Your Email address
 • Which of the workshops you prefer to attend:
 • 1 - Thursday/Friday
 • 2 - Saturday/Sunday
 • The size of bamboo you would prefer
 • Whether you prefer Chinese or Japanese sourced bamboo
The ESS will try to meet your preferences, but they cannot be guaranteed.
Numbers are restricted and places will be allocated on the basis of the date of 
application via José Vargas.

Accommodation
Important
When booking accommodation:
 • early application is strongly advised, given the high demand for 

accommodation in central London during the summer season.
 • Please remember that the Summer School starts on the morning of 

Thursday, 28th July and ends on the evening of Sunday, 31st July.

Hotels and Guest Houses
The SOAS Accommodation Officer has kindly advised you go to http://
summerbreaks.org where you may be able to book a room in Paul Robeson 
house, Manna Ash House or Alliance House. 

If you are unable to secure accommodation via the above website, you may be 
able to book a room in one of the eight Inter-Collegiate halls of residence 
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via http://www.halls.london.ac.uk/. You should click on 'Visitor 
Accommodation' to locate the different halls of residence you can choose 
from.
We also recommend the convenient and cheap SOAS student accommodation 
Dinwiddy House.
However, there are many hotels and guest houses in the area around 
SOAS.  London can be expensive, especially in the Summer season. If you 
prefer something other than student accommodation, you can search for bed 
and breakfast online:
 • Bloomsbury Hotels
 • Bed and Breakfast Search

If you would like advice and assistance with hotels or guest houses in the 
SOAS area, please contact the ESS.

Dinwiddy House
Accommodation can be provided in the SOAS Hall of Residence, Dinwiddy 
House, which is a 15-20 minute walk from where the ESS Summer School is to 
be held, or one stop on the Piccadilly underground line.
The accommodation consists of single rooms with en suite shower/toilet.
Address
Dinwiddy House, 189 - 205 Pentonville Road, Kings Cross, London N1 9NF, UK
Cost of Accommodation
Cost per night:
 • £30.30 without bedding (bring your own sleeping bag)
 • or
 • £36.90 with bedding.
How To Book
For more information on Dinwiddy House and how to book:
 • Go to: summerbreaks.org/dinwiddyhouse.asp
 • Click “Book online”
 • Register
 • Click “New Booking”
 • Choose “Dinwiddy House” in the section “Choose a residence”
 • Select number of rooms(all en-suite single rooms)
 • Write arrival date
 • Write check out date
 • Choose 1) with linen and weekly service or 2) no linen, no weekly service
 • Check availability and go to payment page
 • Complete the application form and send it in. Bookings can be made 

from February 2011 onwards and due to demand, early application is 
strongly advised

Paul Robeson House
An alternative SOAS student accommodation is Paul Robeson House, just a few 
minutes walk from Dinwiddy House.
You can book online: summerbreaks.org/paulrobesonhouse.asp
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Address
Paul Robeson House, 1 Penton Rise, London WC1X 9EH, UK
Cost of Accommodation
Rooms are £31.00 without linen.
How To Book
Same booking procedure as Dinwiddy House (but choose Paul Robeson House).

Accommodation
Important
When booking accommodation:
 • early application is strongly advised, given the high demand for 

accommodation in central London during the summer season.
 • Please remember that the Summer School:
 • Starts on the morning of Thursday, 28th July
 • and
 • Ends on the evening of Sunday, 31st July.

Hotels and Guest Houses
The SOAS Accommodation Officer has kindly advised you go to http://
summerbreaks.org where you may be able to book a room in Paul Robeson 
house, Manna Ash House or Alliance House. 

If you are unable to secure accommodation via the above website, you may be 
able to book a room in one of the eight Inter-Collegiate halls of residence 
via http://www.halls.london.ac.uk/. You should click on 'Visitor 
Accommodation' to locate the different halls of residence you can choose 
from.  We also recommend the convenient and cheap SOAS student 
accommodation Dinwiddy House.  However, there are many hotels and guest 
houses in the area around SOAS.  London can be expensive, especially in the 
Summer season.  If you prefer something other than student accommodation, 
you can search for bed and breakfast online:
 • Bloomsbury Hotels
 • Bed and Breakfast Search

If you would like advice and assistance with hotels or guest houses in the 
SOAS area, please contact the ESS.

Dinwiddy House
Accommodation can be provided in the SOAS Hall of Residence, Dinwiddy 
House, which is a 15-20 minute walk from where the ESS Summer School is to 
be held, or one stop on the Piccadilly underground line.  The accommodation 
consists of single rooms with en suite shower/toilet.
Address
Dinwiddy House, 189 - 205 Pentonville Road, Kings Cross, London N1 9NF, UK
Cost of Accommodation
Cost per night: £30.30 without bedding (bring your own sleeping bag) £36.90 
with bedding.
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How To Book
For more information on Dinwiddy House and how to book:
 • Go to: summerbreaks.org/dinwiddyhouse.asp
 • Click “Book online”
 • Register
 • Click “New Booking”
 • Choose “Dinwiddy House” in the section “Choose a residence”
 • Select number of rooms(all en-suite single rooms)
 • Write arrival date
 • Write check out date
 • Choose 1) with linen and weekly service or 2) no linen, no weekly service
 • Check availability and go to payment page
 • Complete the application form and send it in. Bookings can be made 

from February 2011 onwards and due to demand, early application is 
strongly advised

Paul Robeson House
An alternative SOAS student accommodation is Paul Robeson House, just a few 
minutes walk from Dinwiddy House.
You can book online: summerbreaks.org/paulrobesonhouse.asp
Address
Paul Robeson House, 1 Penton Rise, London WC1X 9EH, UK
Cost of Accommodation
Rooms are £31.00 without linen.
How To Book
Same booking procedure as Dinwiddy House (but choose Paul Robeson House).
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25-29 August, 2011

The Prague Shakuhachi Festival is an international event that each year hosts 
top shakuhachi players from Japan, Europe and overseas. The main focus of 
the festival is the traditional spiritual music of the shakuhachi, the heritage of 
the komus!. However, the festival also offers some of the finest examples of 
contemporary and avant-garde music from Japanese and Western composers. 
Throughout its history, the festival has won acclaim from the international 
shakuhachi community and continually maintains the highest standards in 
terms of facilities and invited players. 

The fifth year of the Prague 
Shakuhachi Festival will 
feature these artists:

Sakai Shodo (shakuhachi)

Sakai Shodo is head of the 
Chikuho-ry", one of the 
greats of traditional 
spiritual music of the 
shakuhachi coming from an 
old bloodline of shakuhachi 
players. Sakai-sensei will 
lead group and individual 
lessons.

Minako Kuroyanagi (koto)

Minako Kuroyanagi is a teacher at the Sawai Koto Academy, a ranking member 
of the Tôdô Ongaku Kai and director of the Yachiho Sankyoku Association. She 
is a student of Sawai Tadao and winner of multiple prizes. Minako will lead the 
beginner and intermediate koto courses and will also accompany students in 
the sankyoku class.
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Steve Cohn (shakuhachi, piano)

Steve Cohn is an exceptional player of jazz and improvised music and leading 
member of the Steve Cohn Trio. Steve will lead group and individual lessons 
focusing on improvisation and experimental techniques.

Christopher Yohmei Blasdel (shakuhachi)

Christopher Yohmei Blasdel is a Chikumeisha player of the Kinko school and 
exceptional performer and teacher. Christopher is also involved in many cross-
genre projects. He will lead group and individual lessons focusing on Kinko 
honkyoku and sankyoku and participate in an audiovisual project with 
Stanislav Abrahám from the Academy of Performing Arts in Prague.

Jim Franklin (shakuhachi, theremin, live electronics)

Jim Franklin is an outstanding player of Chikushinkai style, a student of 
Katsuya Yokoyama and a composer of contemporary music for shakuhachi and 
electronics. Jim will lead group and individual lessons on Katsuya Yokoyama 
honkyoku and his own compositions.

Vlastislav Matou$ek (shakuhachi)

Vlastislav Matou$ek is a 
student of Kifu Mitsuhashi, 
a composer of 
contemporary avant-garde 
music and lecturer at the 
Academy of Performing Arts 
in Prague and Charles' 
University. Vlastislav will 
lead group and individual 
lessons on his own 
compositions. 

Gunnar Jinmei Linder 
(shakuhachi)

Gunnar Jinmei Linder is a Chikumeisha player of the Kinko style, excelling in 
traditional subtle Kinko repertoire. Gunnar will lead the beginners’ class and 
give an extensive lecture on his outstanding study book on Kinko honkyoku.

Nakamatsu Kaiho (shakuhachi)

Nakamatsu Kaiho is Grand-master of the Chikuho-ry" and head of the Osaka 
chapter of the Chikuho Shakuhachi School. Nakamatsu will assist Sakai Shodo 
in his classes and accompany him in concert.
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Jean-François Lagrost (shakuhachi)

Jean-François Lagrost is a master of the Tozan-ry" and will appear in concert 
performing contemporary music composed by Vlastislav Matou$ek.

The festival will take place 
at the Music and Dance 
Faculty of the Academy of 
Performing Arts in Prague, 
located in the beautiful 
historical city centre. It 
offers great concert venues 
and rooms specially suited 
for teaching music. The 
information about possible 
accommodation can be 
found on our website 
(http://www.komuso.cz/en/
festival) The food costs in 
comparison to Western 
Europe are minimal (3-4 Euro for lunch in a restaurant). 

On our website you can also fill in the online application form and subscribe to 
our newsletter. We are well aware that shakuhachi players come from different 
social backgrounds and therefore we offer financial assistance on the basis of 
request. Please let us know if you need any help or have other questions 
regarding the event (matvija@komuso.cz).

The Prague Shakuhachi Festival is an event that promotes a sense of 
community between all of its participants and teachers.
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Shakuhachifestival Prag 2011
25.-29. August 2011

Das Shakuhachifestival Prag ist eine jährliche internationale Veranstaltung mit Top-
Shakuhachispielern aus Japan, Europa und Übersee. Der Hauptfokus des Festivals 
liegt auf der traditionellen spirituellen Shakuhachimusik, dem Erbe der komuso. 
Jedoch präsentiert das Festival auch einige erste Beispiele für moderne und 
Avantgardemusik von japanischen und westlichen Komponisten. Im Laufe seiner 
Geschichte gewann das Festival die Anerkennung der internationalen 
Shakuhachicommunity und behält kontinuierlich den höchsten Standard in puncto 
Veranstaltungsräume und eingelandene Spieler bei.

Diese Künstler werden beim fünften Prager Shakuhachifestival dabei sein:

Sakai Shodo (Shakuhachi)
Sakai Shodo ist Hauptlehrer der Chikuho-ryû, einer der ganz Großen der 
traditionellen spirituellen Shakuhachimusik, der einer alten Linie von 
Shakuhachispielern entstammt. Sakai-sensei wird Gruppen- und Einzelunterricht 
abhalten.

Minako Kuroyanagi (Koto) 
Minako Kuroyanagi lehrt an der Sawai Koto-Akademie, ist Mitglied der 
Führungsriege der Tôdô Ongaku Kai und Direktorin der Yachiho Sankyoku-
Gesellschaft. Sie ist Schülerin von Sawai Tadao und wurde bereits mehrfach mit 
Preisen ausgezeichnet.Minako wird Kotokurse für Anfänger und Fortgeschrittene 
geben sowie die Schüler der Sankyoku-Klasse begleiten.

Steve Cohn (Shakuhachi, Piano)
Steve Cohn ist ein hervorragender Spieler im Bereich Jazz und Improvisation und 
leitet das Steve Cohn Trio. Steve wird Gruppen- und Einzelunterricht mit dem 
Fokus auf Improvisation und experimentelle Techniken geben.

Christopher Yohmei Blasdel (Shakuhachi)
Christopher Yohmei Blasdel ist Chikumeisha-Spieler der Kinko-Schule und ein 
ausgezeichneter Spieler und Lehrer. Chrisopher ist auch aktiv an vielen 
genreübergreifenden Projekten beteiligt. Er wird Gruppen- und Einzelunterricht mit 
Fokus auf honkyoku und sankyoku der Kinko-Schule geben und an einem 
audiovisuellen Projekt mit Stanislav Abrahám von der Akademie der darstellenden 
Künste in Prag teilnehmen.
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Jim Franklin (Shakuhachi, Theremin, Live-Elektronik)
Jim Franklin ist ein brillianter Spieler des Chikushinkai-Stils, Schüler Katsuya 
Yokoyamas und Komponist moderner Musik für Shakuhachi und Elektronik. Jim 
wird Gruppen- und Einzelstunden in hokyoku aus dem Repertoire Katsuya 
Yokoyamas und seinen eigenen Kompositionen geben.

Vlastislav Matou!ek (Shakuhachi)
Vlastislav Matou!ek ist Schüler von Kifu Mitsuhashi, Komponist moderner 
Avantgardemusik und Dozent an der Akademie der darstellenden Künste und der 
Karlsuniversität. Vlastislav wird Einzel- und Gruppenunterricht in seinen 
Eigenkompositionen halten.

Gunnar Jinmei Linder (Shakuhachi)
Gunnar Jinmei Linder ist Chikumeisha-Spieler im Kinko-Stil, ausgezeichnet im 
traditionellen, subtilen Kinko-Repertoire. Gunnar wird die Anfängerklasse anleiten 
und eine ausführliche Vorlesung über sein exzellentes Buch über Kinko-honyoku 
halten.

Nakamatsu Kaiho (Shakuhachi)
Nakamatsu Kaiho ist Großmeister der Chikuho-ryû und Hauptlehrer der Chikuho 
Shakuhachischule in Osaka. Nakamatsu wird Sakai Shodo bei seinem Unterricht 
assistieren und ihn auf der Bühne begleiten.

Jean-François Lagrost (Shakuhachi)
Jean-François Lagrost ist Meister der Tozan-ryû und wird auf der Bühne von 
Vlastislav Matou!ek komponierte moderne Musik aufführen.

Das Festival wird in der Fakultät für Musik und Tanz der Akademie der 
darstellenden Künste in Prag stattfinden, die in der schönen historischen Altstadt 
liegt. Sie bietet großartige Konzertsäle und speziell für Musikunterricht 
ausgestattete Räume. Informationen über mögliche Unterkünfte sind auf unserer 
Webseite zu finden (http://www.komuso.cz/en/festival). Die Verpflegungskosten 
sind im Vergleich zu Westeuropa gering (3 - 4 Euro für ein Mittagessen im 
Restaurant). Auf unserer Webseite kann auch das Onlineformular zur Anmeldung 
ausgefülllt und unser Newsletter abonniert werden. Wir sind uns wohl darüber 
bewusst, dass die Shakuhachispieler aus unterschiedlichen sozialen Verhältnissen 
kommen, und bieten dswegen auf Nachfrage finanzielle Unterstützung an. Bitte 
meldet euch, wenn Ihr Hilfe braucht oder weitere Fragen zu der Veranstaltung habt 
(matvija@komuso.cz).

Das Shakuhachifestival Prag fördert als Veranstaltung den Gemeinschaftssinn 
zwischen allen Teilnehmern und Lehrern.

Nina Haarer
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Festival de shakuhachi de Prague 2011
25-29 août 2011

Le Festival de shakuhachi de Prague est un événement international qui, 
chaque année, accueille les joueurs de shakuhachi les plus renommés du 
Japon, d’Europe et d’ailleurs. La clé de voûte du Festival est la musique de 
tradition spirituelle du shakuhachi, héritage des moines komusô. Cependant, le 
Festival propose également quelques uns des plus beaux exemples de musique 
contemporaine et avant-gardiste de compositeurs japonais et occidentaux. Par 
son histoire, le Festival a acquis une réputation au sein de la communauté 
internationale du shakuhachi et maintient constamment le plus haut niveau en 
termes d’accueil et de joueurs invités.

La cinquième édition du Festival de shakuhachi de Prague accueillera les 
artistes suivants :

Sakai Shodo est à la tête de Chikuho-ry!, un des “grands” de la musique 
spirituelle traditionnelle du shakuhachi provenant d’une vieille lignée de 
joueurs de shakuhachi. Sakai sensei donnera des cours en groupe et 
particuliers.

Minako Kuroyanagi est professeur à l'Académie de koto Sawai, responsable 
importante de Tôdô Ongaku Kai et directrice de l'Association Yachiho 
Sankyoku. Elle a étudié avec Sawai Tadao et remporté de nombreux prix. 
Minako s’occupera des cours de koto débutants et intermédiaires, et 
accompagnera également les étudiants de la classe de sankyoku.

Steve Cohn est un exceptionnel improvisateur et jazzman, membre du Steve 
Cohn Trio. Steve donnera des cours en groupe et individuels focalisés sur 
l’improvisation et les techniques expérimentales.

Christopher Yohmei Blasdel est un joueur Chikumeisha de l’école Kinko, 
interprète et professeur exceptionnel. Christopher est également impliqué dans 
de nombreux projets transversaux. Il donnera des cours individuels et en 
groupe sur les honkyoku et sankyoku de l’école Kinko et participera à un projet 
audiovisuel avec Stanislav Abrahám de l’Academy of Performing Arts de 
Prague.
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Jim Franklin est un remarquable interprète du style Chikushinkai, disciple de 
Katsuya Yokoyama et compositeur de musique contemporaine pour shakuhachi 
et électronique. Il donnera des cours individuels sur les honkyoku de Katsuya 
Yokoyama et sur ses propres compositions.

Vlastislav Matou"ek est un élève de Kifu Mitsuhashi, compositeur de musique 
d’avant-garde et conférencier à l’Academy of Performing Arts de Prague et 
l’université Charles. Vlastislav donnera des cours individuels sur ses propres 
compositions.

Gunnar Jinmei Linder est un joueur Chikumeisha du style Kinko, qui excelle 
dans le répertoire subtil traditionnel de cette école. Il s’occupera des classes de 
débutants et donnera une conférence importante sur son remarquable livre 
d’études sur les honkyoku Kinko.

Nakamatsu Kaiho est grand-maître de Chikuho-ryû et à la tête de la section 
d’Osaka de l’école Chikuho. Il assistera Sakai Shodo pendant ses cours et 
l’accompagnera en concert.
 
Jean-François Lagrost est maître de Tozan-ryû et apparaîtra en concert pour 
interpréter des pièces de musique contemporaine de Vlastislav Matou"ek.

Le Festival se tiendra à la Faculté de musique et de danse de l’Academy of 
Performing Arts de Prague, située dans le centre historique. Elle dispose d’une 
grande salle de concert et de pièces spécialement adaptées pour 
l’enseignement de la musique. Les informations sur les possibilités 
d’hébergement sont disponibles sur notre site web (http://www.komuso.cz/en/
festival). Les coûts pour la nourriture sont modestes par rapport à ce qui se 
pratique en Europe occidentale (3-4 euros pour un déjeuner dans un 
restaurant).

Sur notre site vous pouvez également remplir le formulaire d’inscription en 
ligne et vous abonner à notre newsletter. Nous sommes bien conscients que les 
joueurs de shakuhachi viennent de milieux sociaux différents, c’est pourquoi 
nous offrons une aide financière sur demande. Merci de nous dire si vous avez 
besoin d’aide ou pour d’autres questions concernant l’événement 
(matvija@komuso.cz).
 
Le Festival de shakuhachi de Prague est un événement qui favorise le 
sentiment de communauté entre l’ensemble de ses participants et les 
enseignants.

Traduction par Jean-François Lagrost.
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Shakuhachi and String Quartet Teamwork 
by Albert-Jan Schouten

(translation: Joke Verdoold)

When Joke Verdoold asked me last winter if I wanted to play first violin with a string quartet 
with shakuhachi in the piece $Fleeting Moment! of Elena Kats-Chernin, it seemed a nice 
occasion to play together. The score didn!t look all that difficult and I!ve enough experience 
in ensemble playing, so I wouldn!t have to put much energy into it, so I thought.....

I was already familiar with the other 
musicians and their way of playing, 
but nevertheless the first rehearsal 
was quite hard, not the $we!ll just 
play it! that I had expected. The first 
thing I noticed was the range of 
intonation of the shakuhachi. That 
made me again very conscious that 
also the violin could be tuned in 
multiple ways. Because both string 
players and shakuhachi had to 
correct the pitch, it was necessary 
to be constantly alert. This at times 

was a hard job, because the shakuhachi could also play with different sound colours, 
something we weren!t at all used to. An extra discovery was the fact that a warmed-up 
shakuhachi gets higher in tone and not lower as violin strings do. A violinist will have to 
pay good attention to this and take a lot of care with their intonation and (pre)tune their 
violin very well! To play well in an ensemble setting, you have not only to know about each 
other!s (im)possibilities, but you also have to consider them continuously! The good thing 
about this was that it made the rehearsal quite exciting!

The next surprise we got was discovering that our western way of putting the musical 
accents didn!t quite work with Japanese music. Added to this was the challenge of a 
modern piece written by a non-Japanese composer. This required a lot of adjustment as 
we were so used doing things the western way! We felt forced to look at the melodic 
development in a completely different way and it was quite a challenge to experiment with 
how different the music started to sound. The third big surprise was the experience that 
there were multiple kinds of vibrato and the challenge was to adjust our vibrato in a way 
that it was compatible with Joke!s shakuhachi sounds. Again we had to make agreements 
and be alert on keeping the correct tuning while playing. 

In short, we didn!t just play the piece, but had to put in various rehearsals. At the beginning 
of March, we had a very nice performance at the Moordrecht Classical Concert. We 
repeated the experience later that month at one of my own music afternoons in Rotterdam. 
The process of playing “Fleeting Moment” had been one not to forget very quickly.
Photo caption: Moordrecht Klassiek, 2011 March 5th 
Albert Jan Schouten, Frans van Til, Marlene Beunis , Paul Adams and Joke Verdoold
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Shakuhachi en strijkkwartet, een samenspel

Albert-Jan Schouten

Toen Joke mij deze winter vroeg of ik op een kamermuziek-uitvoering de 1e viool-partij 
in het strijkkwartet met shakuhachi, Fleeting Moment van Elena Kats-Chernin wilde 
spelen, leek me dat wel aardig. De muziek zag eruit als niet al te ingewikkeld en met 
samenspel heb ik de nodige ervaring, dus daar hoefde ik niet veel aandacht aan te 
besteden…….dacht ik. 

Hoewel ik de andere spelers en hun spel al 
kende, verliep de eerste repetitie toch 
moeizaam; het was niet het ‘dat-spelen-we-
even’ dat ik had verwacht. Het eerste wat mij 
opviel was de onderscheidende manier van 
intoneren van de shakuhachi.! Dat maakte 
mij er weer erg bewust van dat ik ook op de 
viool op verschillende wijze kan intoneren. 
Omdat zowel de strijkers als de shakuhachi 
de mogelijkheid hebben om de toonhoogte 
te corrigeren is een voortdurende alertheid 
op de onderlinge zuiverheid tijdens het 

spelen vereist. Dat was soms moeilijk doordat de shakuhachi kon spelen met 
verschillende klankkleuren, iets waaraan wij niet gewend waren.! Waarbij een bijkomende 
ontdekking was dat een shakuhachi die ingespeeld is (en dus warm wordt) eerder hoger 
wordt dan lager, zoals de vioolsnaren. De violist zal zich ook dit moeten realiseren en 
daar met zijn intonatie rekening mee moeten houden en vooral, vooraf , zijn viool goed 
moeten (af)stemmen !

Om tot goed samenspel te komen moet je niet alleen weet hebben van elkaars (on)
mogelijkheden, maar daar over en weer ook goed rekening mee blijven houden. Het 
duurde even voordat we dat door hadden en zorgde er ook voor dat we tijdens het 
samenspel steeds heel goed op elkaar moesten blijven letten!!Dat maakte de repetitie op 
een leuke manier wel heel spannend!!De volgende verrassing kregen we toen bleek dat de 
westerse wijze van (muzikale) accenten geven toch wel veel verschilde van de Japanse 
muziek, ook al was deze hedendaags/modern en niet door een Japanse componist 
geschreven. Ook dat vergde wel enige aanpassing; je bent zo gewend om op een 
westerse wijze muziek te maken!  Het zorgde er wel voor dat we heel anders naar de 
melodievorming gingen kijken en het was hele uitdaging om te ervaren hoe anders de 
muziek daarvan ging klinken.

De derde verrassing was de ervaring dat er meerdere soorten vibrato zijn en de 
bijbehorende uitdaging was ons vibrato zodanig aan te passen aan dat deze klopte met 
die van Joke’s  shakuhachi. Ook dit vereiste weer afspraken maken en veel afstemmen 
tijdens het spelen. Kortom, we hebben het stuk niet zomaar even gespeeld, daar moesten 
echt meerdere repetities aan vooraf gaan. Maar we hadden in maart een mooie uitvoering 
bij Moordrecht Klassiek en later die maand een nog eens op een van mijn eigen 
muziekmiddagen in Rotterdam. Het hele proces was een ervaring om niet snel te 
vergeten.
Moordrecht Klassiek, 5 maart 2011 Albert Jan Schouten, Frans van Til, Marlene Beunis, Paul Adams en Joke 
Verdoold
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Kurahashi Yodo: back in Belgium and the Netherlands 

Annelies Nederbragt

On March 3, 2011 Yodo Kurahashi was present as stage director at the 
performance of the ensemble “Osaka Gakuso” in Bijloke in Ghent 
(Belgium). Giving their first performance in Belgium, the ensemble gave 
an authentic performance of the ceremonial court music under the strict 
regulations of the Department of the Imperial Household. 

On March 28, 2011 
Yodo Kurahashi 
appeared again in 
the performance of 
his own 
composition 
“Father’s Words” 
at the Beethoven in 
Music series of 
concerts in Bijloke, 
Ghent. Enchanted 
by the sweet and 
intoxicating sound 
of the shakuhachi, 
pianist Ronald 
Brautigam asked 
world-renowned shakuhachi player Yodo Kurahashi to write a piece for 
piano and shakuhachi. Brautigem pushed the musical boundaries for this 
final concert in the series. Together with the Japanese master, Ronald 
Brautigam performed the world premiere of this unique work. In addition, 
of course, there was a heavy dose of Beethoven with the appropriate finale 
of the concert being his last piano sonata, the "Sonata in C, opus 111." 

For this last concert, I travelled from the Netherlands with an overnight 
stay in Ghent. Yoshio Kurahashi first played “Tsuru no Sugomori,” a 
honkyoku piece that I could not get enough of and then played the 
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composition with piano. So imagine my surprise when I heard in the 
composition a variation on “Kyorei.” In my later conversation with 
Kurahashi, I said: "not an empty bell but an emotional bell". Whereupon 
Kurahashi said "no .... passionate!" 

On May 1, 2011 from 10.00-15.00, Yodo Kurahashi gave a workshop at 
Siebold House in Leiden, hosted by Kaito, the Dutch Shakuhachi Society.
Kurahashi sensei taught us how to create tension in the honkyoku piece 
“Akita Sugagaki.” As he later wrote to me, "”Akita-Sugagaki” is a little 
complicated, but I think you will be able to enjoy it after a little practice." 
There were eight students in all who benefitted from Kurahashi’s excellent 
teaching. The location was superb in a room surrounded by Japanese 
antiques on display in the glass cases. The entire workshop was put on 
video by Piet, a former shakuhachi player. Present also was a radio 
broadcaster of a Buddhist programme who recorded a part of the lesson for 
broadcasting at a later date.
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Membership of the European Shakuhachi Society

Membership of the ESS is open both to players of the 
shakuhachi and to non-players who are interested in 
the music of the shakuhachi in all its forms. 

Since the ESS is not affiliated with a particular school or aesthetic direction, its 
members represent a broad cross-section of styles and genres of shakuhachi.

Supporting ESS through joining is a means of helping maintain a coordinating 
resource of the shakuhachi in Europe. 

The benefits of membership include access to information about shakuhachi 
events and tuition throughout Europe and beyond, as well as discounted 
participation fees at events such as the European Shakuhachi Summer Schools.

The membership fee is !20. To join the ESS:

 • Please send email, giving your name and contact details, and if you wish, a 
little information about your interest in and experience with the 
shakuhachi.

 • and pay the membership fee by Pay-Pal."
If you cannot make payment using this method, please send an email to

 ess-member@shakuhachisociety.eu ."

We look forward to welcoming you into the European Shakuhachi Society!

• Join the ESS Shakuhachi Forum at http://www.shakuhachiforum.eu/index.php

• Visit our yahoo mailing group at http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/
Euroshak/

• Learn about upcoming events on the European Shakuhachi Society website at 
http://www.shakuhachisociety.eu/

• Join our Facebook group.

The European Shakuhachi Society is a registered charity. Registered charity no. 1123060.
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